








                       ANYA HURWOOD  

I had so much fun designing outfit from 3 pair of recycling black jeans. That was very 
creative  process for a good course. Will definitely promote  in my own designing 
brand business  reusing old jeans to create and make  new outfits for my  clients. 
 

                  My  design  “ready to wear” garment specific to the General Pants customer utilizing   
                  recycled denim for the upcoming Summer 2022 season. Construct and present  design 
                  using  “take back denim” collected through  Denim Amnesty initiative. The  
                  constructed design made from 100%  recycled materials, including zipper and black  
                  mesh. 

  
 

                  Being environmentally conscious is a responsibility for the present and for the future  
                  generation, I think its becoming essential in the modern times. We have to be aware     
                  of our Carbon foot print to this world. We have to make it as a RULE, to re-use and not  
                  take for granted our Product, our materials ,our labor that went into creating such 
                  things.  

 
I came up with the Material, by cutting and combining these denim jeans which were 
provided by Alison from Circular Centre. 
Stiching them together with my own Original  Brand Stitching design method. Which 
is crossing Lines in triangles and stitches and opening upin between stitches 
themselves. Once I have made up this material I created the pattern for the dress.I 
wanted to use the dark denim to create more of a office slush Evening look,and to 
make the right balance between metal long zippers , which I Re-used  from my 
previous made Garments  ., 
 
One of my Favourite features of this design is the shoulder  area, I detached pockets 
from the back of the jeans and incorporated them into a cool and different detail to 
the dress. I used Exactly 3 pairs of pants ,nothing wasted, included pockets. I  didn’t 
waste any material as you will notice around neck line there is also a obvious pocket 
section which I personally thought was different and quirky . 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    


